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 Sesame Pita Bread 

adapted barely from Baking with Julia 

makes 16 pitas 

1 teaspoon active dry yeast 

2 1/2 cups warm water 

2 1/2 cups whole wheat flour 

1 tablespoon salt 

1 tablespoon olive oil 

2 tablespoons sesame seeds 

2 1/2 to 3 1/2 cups unbleached all-purposed flour 

the sponge 

Combine yeast and water in a large bowl.   Stir the mixture with a spoon while adding the whole 

wheat flour one cup at a time.  Stir 100 times until the mixture is "smooth and silky".  Cover the 

bowl with a plate or plastic wrap and let sit for at least 30 minutes or up to overnight.  The longer 

it rests, the more flavor will develop. 

the dough 

Sprinkle the salt,  olive oil, and sesame seeds over the sponge and mix.  Add the all-purpose 

flour one cup at a time and mix until the dough is too stiff to stir.  If kneading by hand, transfer 

dough ball to a floured board.  I prefer to use the dough hook on my Kitchenaide.  Either way, 

slowly add the remaining flour while kneading until  the dough is smooth and elastic.  The dough 

will be slightly firm. 

Transfer dough to a clean, lightly oiled bowl.  Cover and let rise 2-3 hours, or until it doubles in 

volume. 

 **After it has risen, you may store the dough in a covered bowl or roomy sealed plastic bag in 

the refrigerator for up to a week.  The flavor will continue to develop. 
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baking the pita 

Place a baking stone on the bottom rack of your oven.  Preheat the oven to 450 degrees.  For best 

results, let the oven come to temperature for at least 20 minutes before baking to ensure that the 

stone is heated through. 

Deflate the dough and divide in two.   Take one piece of dough and cut into 8 equal pieces.  

Form each piece into a ball.  Place a damp towel over the balls you are not working with to keep 

them moist. 

Working with one ball at a time, press the ball into a flat disc.  Place the disc on a well-floured 

surface and use a rolling pin to flatten into an 8-inch diameter, 1/4 inch thick disc.  Cover until 

ready to bake.  Do not stack discs as they will stick to each other. 

Place as many discs as will fit directly onto the preheated baking stone in the hot oven.  Bake for 

3-5 minutes or until breads puff up like balloons.  If pitas puff up incompletely, gently press on 

the bubble with the back of a spoon to force the air into the other parts of bread.  If they still do 

not puff up they will not be easy to fill, but they will still taste wonderful. 

Wrap warm pitas in a towel and serve. 

 


